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1. Abstract 
 
Vast amount of relatively easily accessible energy and more information about subsurface 
regions can ground the success of self-sustaining communes in extraterrestrial environments. 
Explanation is given why it is important for the petroleum industry to help the aerospace industry 
in case of these developments. Review of the most important geological and geophysical 
properties of Mars is given in the second section of the publication. The most widely applicable 
and efficient drilling technology is reviewed in detail, emerging drilling technologies and 
techniques are covered too. Based on the learnings from the latter two main points the most 
important problems, considerations and possible solutions are discussed in the field of drilling on 
Mars. The achieved learnings can contribute to comprehensively understand the challenges to 
fuel further research. 
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2. Introduction 
 
Self-sustaining communes on other planets will need relatively easily accessible energy, and 
more knowledge on what materials can be efficiently utilized in-situ. Drilling technology 
(coupled mainly with the petroleum industry’s know-how) can provide both. Geothermal energy 
extraction will likely to be a viable way for relatively clean and cheap energy, moreover these 
kind of operations can also provide significant information (i.e. by the analyzation of geothermal 
gradients, penetrated formations) to learn more about the composition of an extraterrestrial 
environment. Moreover, drilling operations on asteroids, other planetoids, and planets can 
provide ways for unlimited mineral resources. Based on recent scientific and engineering 
achievements (ESA’s Philae; NASA’s MSL; advanced automation solutions and learnings from 
deepwater subsea operations) in the aerospace and petroleum industries show the time when 
these yet bold looking considerations to become reality are not too far.  
 
In the next couple of chapters, the authors of this publication - based on their academic 
background - attempt to examine the space mining domain from the perspectives of the 
petroleum industry (more specifically from drilling engineering), and where possible, link those 
to aerospace related industries and research fields. The primary benefit can be that both domains 
(aerospace and petroleum industries) can get to know each other better which might further help 
providing the petroleum industry an opportunity, a long-term sustainable future by joining the 
forces to develop extraterrestrial related research and business opportunities. This could also 
create and expand the opportunities of the aerospace industry by getting the chance to access 
more resources. 
 
The first major part of the publication focuses on why it is important for the petroleum industry 
to focus on space and how the petroleum industry could bring, add values and expertise to space 
related developments. 
 
The second part focused on the fundamental geological and geophysical examination of asteroids 
and other extraterrestrial domains, such as other planets, like Mars. This part aims to summarize, 
and collect considerations on which the third part of the publication is built upon.  
 
The third part delivers a ’trunk of a tree’ understanding on how deep drilling works in principle, 
with its most important methods, considerations, and procedures. The aim with this part is to be 
able to give a good overview to a broad audience how drilling operations are carried out 
nowadays in the petroleum industry. 
 
The fourth major part of the current paper, focuses on basic petroleum engineering related 
technological and methodological problems and considerations (such as power supply and 
energy transmission, hole cleaning, application of weight on bit [WOB]) in case of different 
gravitational environments, so how these operations could be carried out and what are the main 



 

 

barriers as of today. The aim with this part is to elaborate the third part and to further fuel 
imagination and ideas for development and research in this engineering field. 
 
3. Why It Is Important for the Petroleum Industry to Focus on Space 
 
3.1. Current Status of Energy 
 
General energy consumption statistics show that despite advanced technologies, and major 
developments, several oil price crises (fluctuation to very high and low price regions), or 
intentions to move to green(er) energy sources in the last ten years, humanity still relies mostly 
on coal as a raw natural resource to supply energy to the world. Next to this, petroleum related 
commodities are also extensively utilized.  

 
Figure 1: Total World Energy Consumption in 2013 

 
All these mentioned sources make up the group of fossil fuels which means that more than 75% 
of the world’s energy consumption and through that our whole world’s economic system is based 
on this group too. Nuclear energy also plays a role but compared to its efficiency it is 
underrepresented in the energy utilization domain. Renewables are constantly growing, but the 
potential of them - counting with today’s technology level and with a prognostication of 1% 
development each year - still low for both short- and long-term.  
 
If we go further into detail, and take a look at the Combined World Energy Flow graph by 
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory we can see that fossil fuels are mostly contributing to 
produce electricity, supply energy to industrial firms, and used up for transportation too. 
Actually, the vast majority of fossil fuels are used up only for transportation. On the right side of 
the figure, there is a so-called rejected energy side. What looks especially unimpressive is the 
performance of transportation, but the general inefficiency of energy utilization is also 
remarkable. 
 



 

 

 
Figure 2: World Energy Flow in 2009 (Input Energy Side 490000 PJ) 

 
3.2. Environmental Circumstances 
 
Thorough observation and monitoring of our environment has only started around 150 years ago, 
but thanks to drilling we can acquire information and derive data dating back to thousands of 
years. This allows us to estimate average temperatures in different ages, and project likely and 
less likely scenarios for climate change on Earth.  

 
Figure 3: Carbon Dioxide Variations between 400000 Years Ago and Today 

 
Papers state that atmospheric CO2 levels have oscillated between about 180 and 300 ppm over 
the last 400000 years, but in the last century the level has vaulted up to 400 ppm (it is currently 
at 403 ppm). The problem with the growing CO2 in our atmosphere is that it has a direct effect 
on the temperature in the same domain. Thus, growing CO2 level contributes to global climate 
change. We are currently staying at around 1°C average temperature growth.  



 

 

 
Figure 4: Global Climate Change Projections by Different Research Organizations 

 
However, it should be noted that the average temperature is always a masked value - what the 
real problem is when the average temperature rises 1 or 2°C, the maximal temperatures rises 
sharply and possibly much more. An outlier high temperature, like 58°C lasting for a couple of 
days would wipe out crops and animals quickly in some regions of the world or would cause 
significant losses which would lead to significant step backs in terms of overall prosperity of that 
particular region. 
 
If we consider a time span only for 150 years - this is what most of us can comprehend, and 
already considered as long-term, but for the authors it means a narrow time span -  and take a 
look at the following infographics we can say it is acceptable, because conditions will likely be 
not much different if you compare conditions prior to the Industrial Revolution (dated back to 
around 1840). However if we put all this into a broader context - to a really long-term view - on 
the lower part of the graph we can see that how delicate conditions most of the species on Earth 
need to maintain life. 

 
Figure 5: Narrow and Wider Time Windows Interpretations 

P refers to Projections (and Fig. 4) with upper and lower boundaries. 



 

 

3.3. Scenarios 
 
There are a number of likely scenarios where history can go; the following categorization is 
based on the likelihood of scenarios (as mass extinction events have already happened, and 
proved the authors consider it as more likely than the No Mass Extinction Event category): 
 

1. Mass Extinction event caused by nature or an artificial source where then: 
   A. Natural Global Economical and Technological Step Forward will happen or 

B. Natural Global Economical and Technological Step Back will happen. 
 

2. No Mass Extinction Event where then:  
A. Natural Global Economical and Technological Step Forward will happen or 
B. Natural Global Economical and Technological Step Back will happen. 

 
Figure 6: Likely Scenarios Where History Can Go. Basically the main categories (‘1’, ‘2’) end up with the 
same two scenarios (‘A’ or ‘B’) which then either end up an undesired distant future (‘B’ sub-categories 

leading to  ‘X’, or in a desired future marked with ‘>>’. 
 
A mass extinction event is a period in Earth history when an abnormally high number of species 
die out in a relatively short period of time. Dating back from today until 490 million years ago, 
there were five mass extinction events, also known as the Big Five (Ordovician-Silurian mass 
extinction; Late Devonian mass extinction; Permian mass extinction; Triassic-Jurassic mass 
extinction; Cretaceous-Tertiary mass extinction) Mass Extinction Events. Based on this, it can be  
stated that statistically, there is a likelihood that another one will happen either caused by a 
natural phenomenon or by an artificially induced source such as environmental pollution or mass 
destruction weapons. 



 

 

 
Figure 7: Mass Extinction Event in Earth’s Past 

 
Natural Global Economical and Technological Step Back, and Natural Global Economical and 
Technological Step Forward are identified subcategories of the first category by the authors. The 
first from the subcategories can end up in catastrophic consequences regarding mankind, the 
latter one can help humanity to step forward to a sustainable future. 
 
If we consider Natural Global Economical and Technological Step Back scenario, what likely to 
happen is that the changing climate hinders or even stops economic growth which cancels 
prosperity on Earth sooner or later - this would also mean that less resources would be able to be 
directed to innovation which would stop us solving the question how to solve the originally 
considered mass extinction event. 
 
If we consider Natural Global Economical and Technological Step Forward scenario, what likely 
to happen is that the changing climate stimulates mankind to change, put more efforts into 
developing sustainable energy sources and ways for its utilization to reverse to situation or come 
up with alternative plans for keeping prosperity. This way prosperity would be able to be kept, 
which could further fuel innovation which then would enable us to solve how to deal with a mass 
extinction event. 
 
Basically, the second main category would provide the same ultimate ways. If the first 
subcategory would become reality it would be catastrophic for mankind because the children of 
our generation and their successors would have less prosperity. If the second subcategory would 
become reality, that would provide mankind more and more opportunities to develop as a 
species, sustainably.  
 
All in all, considering today, there is a shrinking time window (as we do not know if and when 
will be a mass extinction event, or we do not know for sure that prosperity will decrease or 
increase in the future) where mankind can act to mitigate these possible issues, and step on the 
Natural Global Economical and Technological Step Forward subcategory scenario in either 
categories. How this could be achieved is described in the next couple of paragraphs. 
  



 

 

3.4. Position of the Petroleum Industry  
 
The petroleum industry played a major role in the last 100 years to change on the world to be as 
it is today with its positive and negative effects. Without aiming to cover all positive or negative 
effects the most important positive effect is that it vastly reduced the hurdle to access energy 
which then provided ways and opportunities to focus more on innovation, advancing in other 
fields, thus leading to advanced technologies which i.e. decreased child mortality, enhanced 
communication, and transportation. As a paradox, it also created - if we consider ourselves only 
as a single-planetary species - an unsustainable system both in narrow terms inside the petroleum 
industry and more broadly generally in the world.  
 
Currently, inside the petroleum industry the tension comes from a number of sources: 
 
● geopolitical situations where all the participants play against each other compared to 

other industries considering short- and long-term, 
● general direction change of petroleum from E-W, to W-E because of technology 

advancements, 
● fight to keep the status-quo: to keep the industry risk-driven rather than cost-driven. 

 
3.5. A Possible Way Forward 
 
As a conclusion based on the previous subchapters we can comprehend that there is a significant 
contrary between the needs of mankind and a sustainable future.  
Then, the following question can easily come up: is there any way how one of the most 
important industry and sustainability can brought together, and somehow work on the Natural 
Global Economical and Technological Step Forward scenario together? 
 
Sustainability can be achieved by opening-up Earth’s  closed-loop economic and natural resource 
system. This can be done by coupling the forces of the aerospace and petroleum industries. The 
petroleum industry could provide: 
 

● financial resources, 
● technological resources and expertise 

 
to aid the Natural Global Economical and Technological Step Forward scenario which then 
could mean i.e. extraterrestrial mining and interplanetary population extension. However, for 
this, further research is necessary. In the next couple of chapters, the authors aim to ground these 
research.  
 
As the academic background of the authors is petroleum engineering related, the research is 
started for drilling in extraterrestrial environment: this involves the fundamental research and 



 

 

introduction of current geological, geophysical, deep drilling technologies accepted and utilized 
by the petroleum industry and discussion about major technological barriers (as of today) drilling 
engineering would face in an extraterrestrial environment.  
 
4. Fundamental Geological and Geophysical Background 
 
4.1. Solar System 
 
Our solar system consists of four terrestrial planets. These primarily comprise silicates and 
metals. The other four planets are gas/ ice giants which are comprised primarily hydrogen, 
helium and water in various physical states. 
 
The chemical composition of a planet depends on how far away it is located from the Sun and its 
size. The gas giants developed their core faster than their telluric counterparts, thus trapping 
volatiles in greater quantities much sooner. The following figure illustrate the order of the 
planets in our solar system and their chemical composition depending on temperature and  
 

 
 Figure 8: Our solar system and the effect on the planet composition regarding the 

distance of the planet from the sun. 
  



 

 

4.2. Mars 
 
Because it shares many similarities (see Table 1 to compare some important characteristics) with 
Earth, Mars has been at the focus of many geophysical, geological and geochemical studies.  
 

Table 1: A Close Encounter for Earth and Mars 
 

Planet / Property Earth Mars 

Surface Area km2 510,072,000 144,798,500 

Gravity 9.807 3.711 

Distance from sun (km) 149,597,891 227,936,637 

Density (g/cm3) 5.514 3.933 

Escape Velocity (m/s) 11.186 5.027 

Atmosphere (pressure) 1,013 millibars (at sea level) 7.5 millibars (average) 

 
From geological perspective, it is widely accepted that akin to Earth's’ inner core, Mars’ inner 
core is composed of iron and nickel. Based on the data gathered during the Curiosity Mission 
researches have discovered that most predominant components in Mars’ mantle are silicate 
minerals such as iron and magnesium whilst the crust consists of sedimentary mudstone, 
sandstone and igneous rocks such as basalt. Martian meteorites were also gradually analyzed and 
contributed to the clarification of the geochemical history of the planet. 
 
Mars no longer has a magnetic field that would normally act as a shield against cosmic and solar 
radiation, henceforth that would explain why the atmospheric pressure is only 1% that of Earth’s. 
Because Mars’ atmosphere is very thin it is difficult to trap any heat provided by the Sun, despite 
the fact that it is composed mainly of CO2 (a very efficient greenhouse gas), thus leaving behind 
a seemingly dry and cold planet. The average temperature is -63 °C and according to previous 
preliminary studies, liquid water might have flowed at the surface, thus causing the bedrock to 
suffer multiple erosions during this time. 
 
In order to determine the internal structure of the planet, the current geophysical methods 
(seismic, geomagnetic, gravimetric, radiometric surveys) can easily determine the variation of 
geological structures with depth, while heat flow helps measuring the temperature gradient and 
planetary thermal history. Mars’ smaller dimension leads to a decrease in amplitude of our 
gravitational acceleration target compared to the Earth’s case. 



 

 

Little is known about the seismic activity that occurred in the distant past (having faulting as the 
main cause) when Mars was still tectonically active, but it is hypothesized that the quakes on 
Mars had a higher magnitude than those on Earth due to the fact that the seismic waves would 
have travelled a smaller distance through Mars’ layers. 
 
As a distinctive aspect, mantle convection process on Mars resulted the magma currently 
generated by mantle plumes, upwellings of abnormally hot rocks. There are several differences 
regarding the heating process, the heat transfer being made through the mantle material, while 
the natural heat being conducted through the lithosphere or volcanoes. Likewise, thanks to the 
perovskite phase transition positioned at the bottom of the mantle, roughly 2000 km, formations 
such as plenary plumes are able to take place or persist over the time.  
 
The planet is not completely dry (dry at the surface, rich in ice below the surface and at the 
geographical North and South poles), volatile materials rich in water were probably incorporated 
in the planet during accretion and as a result, the volcanism accompanied by the release of these 
volatiles can also influence the amount of water and carbon from both atmosphere and crust. 
 
Mars had a denser CO2 atmosphere and a heat flow, in the distant past, which can prove the 
planetary thermal history and help at the temperature gradient type of measurement. 
 
For recording seismic activity the Viking seismometer has been used and despite the fact that the 
Signal to Noise Ratio was very low it has been determined that the seismic activity that occurred 
a long time ago was at least higher than the one on the Moon. 
 
For future seismic measurements it is recommended to use a three-component geophone, 
designed for cost-effective operations and having a multi-mode analysis. Through this passive 
method, Horizontal to Vertical Spectral Ratio, seismic waves (generated by local winds or 
asteroid impacts) could provide details about major frequencies and the presence of boundaries 
with high velocity gradient between layers. 
 
In case of more specific data for finding geological details, such as the number of strata, seismic 
velocity and rippability, an active method can be used, such as a typical seismometer 
mechanically operated that intervenes with accelerated weight drop. 
 
In order to discover gravity anomalies a satellite gravimeter could be employed, specialized in 
detecting small changes of gravitational acceleration. If several corrections are applied (drift, 
latitude, Eotvos, free-air, Bouguer or terrain correction) a theoretical model would show certain 
useful anomalies for future exploration survey conducted at ground level (examples: Olympus 
Mons - positive anomaly, other canyons - negative anomaly). 
 



 

 

Within the same satellite system a geomagnetic observatory can be supplementary added, being 
able to detect solar winds and prevent us to stop the ongoing investigations for avoiding 
interferences.  
 
Through radiometry, as a self-sufficient part of the project, elements and their isotopes could be 
detected and possibly transformed later in nuclear energy, beside providing clues about planet’s 
age. Using the radioactive decay, the most common and helpful methods for monitoring hazards  

 
Figure 9: Detailed Geological Map of Mars having Amazonian, Hesperian and Noachian Units 

 
It has been deduced that in both Hesperian and Noachian periods the geological activity on Mars 
was encountered more often than during the Amazonian time. Starting from having volcanism 
and other preserved geomorphologic records, Mars is still capable of future changes, although 
almost every feature remained unaltered since the vast impacts occurred.  
 
5. Extraterrestrial Drilling Operations 
 
5.1. Chosen Deep Drilling Technology 
 
There are a number of drilling technologies, and methods are available but since the petroleum 
industry: 
 
● has the most experience accumulated and,  
● it is the one which is the most actively developing, and searching for mineral resources, 
● most active in the field of research and development furthermore,  



 

 

● the most complex concepts, and equipment are utilized and applied to most efficiently 
exploit information and mineral resources from the ground, 

 
it can be stated that describing oilfield drilling is the most broadly useful and efficient way to 
help understanding and fuel further ideas for extraterrestrial drilling operations. 
 
In the next couple of subchapters the most important definitions, equipment and hazards are 
described in a time related fashion - as the terms appear in the drilling planning and execution 
processes. 
 
5.2. Important Definitions for Drilling Design, and Identification of Limitation Factors for 
Operations 
 
Prior to drilling a well a number of characteristics regarding the drillable formations should be at 
least predicted (favorably helped by geophysical measurements) to be able to design the 
requirements and later to successfully carry out the planned operations. The most important 
characteristics are the following:  
 

1. Fracture gradient: it is a pressure which is required to induce cracks in a given rock. 
When the planning of a drilling operation goes on, it is desirable to plan to have the 
highest pressures in the wellbore beneath this gradient. Failure can lead to i.e. formation 
breakdown, stuck drill string, lost circulation. 

2. Pore Pressure: this term mean the fluid pressure in the pores in a given formation; it is 
usually referred as to hydrostatic pressure at Earth’s conditions, so the pressure exerted 
by a column of water from the formation’s depth to surface; it is desirable to plan to have 
the lowest mud pressures in the wellbore above this gradient to avoid influxes. 

3. Drillability Window: the pressure range between the pore pressure and fracture gradient. 
4. Drilling Mud and Mud Weight: drilling mud is the substance that is used to counteract 

the force exerted by the formation and keep a balanced situation in the borehole; next to 
this it is also the material which helps cleaning the borehole from drilled rocks, transmit 
information to surface, and cool the drill bit. Most of the cases the utilized mud substance 
is a liquid (i.e. water or oil) based mixture with weighting materials such as barite. The 
substance can also be a foam or gas. 

5. Drill String: the drill string is made up by a number of drill pipes, downhole tools, and a 
special compression resistant part in the lower section (also frequently called bottomhole 
assembly); at the end of the string there is the drill bit which penetrates the formation. 
More details about the drill string available in the drilling system description. 

6. Weight on Bit (WOB): most of the drill string needs to be kept in tension and only the 
lowest section can be in compression to prevent buckling. The WOB is the weight 
exerted on the bit and which contributes to the rate of penetration. 



 

 

7. Penetration and Rate of Penetration (ROP): the speed at which the drill bit can break 
the rock under it and thus deepen the wellbore. 

8. Cuttings: When a given formation is penetrated, rocks are fragmented, and those 
fragments are called cuttings, which needs to be transported to surface to clean the 
borehole, allowing efficient further penetration. 

9. Casing: Large-diameter pipe lowered into the borehole (after drilling in conventional 
drilling procedure) and cemented in place. In a given formation a mud weight need to be 
used which is higher than the given pore pressure, but lower than the fracture gradient. 
To prevent borehole closure, and to allow the penetration of deeper formations (where 
pore pressure and fracture gradient are significantly different) casing needs to be set. The 
setting depth of a casing can be defined by the fracture gradient and pore pressure values. 
As we are building in more and more casing strings into the wellbore, the useful borehole 
diameter decreases. 

10. Cementing: After the casing is set, the casing is cemented in place to close the annular 
space created between the outside surface of the casing and the borehole, or when more 
casing strings are set between the casing strings. Special cement mixing units are 
preparing the cement slurry with adequate density and viscosity. Failure in this phase can 
lead to long-term well integrity issues such as the produced fluids are escaping to surface 
or to another formation above the reservoir. 

 
In the Annexes Section a couple of more terms and important definitions are summarized 
pointing to other sources which might be interesting and useful for further learning and research 
purposes. 
 
5.3. Drilling Equipment and Procedure 
 
Essentially, an oilfield drilling rig is capable to execute the following simple tasks: 
 

1. lift: it can lift up or down the drill string or casing, 
2. rotate: it can rotate the drill string to penetrate formation, 
3. pump: pumping the mud into the drill string and out through the annulus with the 

cuttings.  
 
Most drilling rigs are equipped with the following items, although slight differences can be 
present to suit properly to the given operational environment, i.e. offshore drilling. The following 
list also refers to the sequence of utilization (which then refers to the drilling procedure) of each 
items: 
  



 

 

Power Systems: 
 

1. Electric Motor or Diesel Engine: in most cases, diesel generators are powering the rig 
and other auxiliary equipment. Normally, 3-4 diesel engines are working with each rating 
1000-2000 hp (745 - 1491 kW), and weighing 10000 - 15000 kg. 

2. Hydraulic Power Units: safety and other systems have also hydraulic power units which 
can independently operated from the main electric motor(s) or diesel engine(s) in case of 
a power outage. 

 
Circulation System (first part): 
 

3. Mud Tanks: based on the hole size (diameter) adequate volume of mud needs to be 
prepared prior to drilling the hole. An oilfield rig’s mud system volume is usually 1.25-
1.5 larger than the drilled borehole volume. 

4. Mud Pumps: When the mud mixing is ready, then so-called duplex or triplex pumps are 
transferring the mud to the wellbore, the most important characteristics of a pump is 
defined by how high pressure it can produce (this is important because of the pressure 
losses, well measured depth [MD] and true vertical depth [TVD] of the wellbore while 
pumping), a normal triplex pump can produce about 5000 psi (nominal value). 

5. Distribution Lines: these lines are transferring the mud to and from the wellbore.1 
 
Hoisting system: 
 

6. Drilling Mast or Derrick: this structure accommodates the crown block, drill line, 
traveling block and Top Drive, and the drill string. In most of the cases, it has a 
rectangular shape. Masts are usually offer lower strength-to-weight ratio compared to 
derricks. In offshore environment, mostly derricks are utilized. 

7. Drawworks: helps to make the lifting of the string by reel in and out the drill line. 
Reeling out means that the Top Drive and drill string are lowered down. Reeling down is 
powered by gravity, while reeling in is done by an electric motor or diesel engine. A 
normal drawworks’ performance ranges between 1000-2000 hp. 

8. Drill Line: large diameter wire rope  (¾ to 1 ½ in diameter steel cable), which is used to 
lift the Top Drive and drill string.  

9. Crown Block: set of pulleys (called sheaves) located at the top of the derrick or mast, 
over which the drilling line is threaded; this one is stationary. 

10. Traveling Block: this part moves up and down as lifting is done, and this is the 
companion block of the Crown Block. By using two sets of blocks in this fashion, great 

                                                
1 There are a number of specially named pipes, pipe segments which are not discussed in detail  because it belongs to the drilling jargon and 
often have specific drilling equipment related naming. 



 

 

mechanical advantage is gained, enabling the use of relatively small drilling line to hoist 
loads many times heavier than the cable could support as a single strand. 

11. Top Drive: this part executes the rotation of the drill string. It consists of one or more 
motors (electric or hydraulic, similar to a train’s engine). The Top Drive is suspended 
from a hook (connected to the traveling block), so the rotary mechanism is free to travel 
up and down the derrick.2 At this stage, the prepared mud travels through several lines to 
the Top Drive, then directed into the drill string (consists of hollow pipes). 

 
Drilling System: 
 

12. Rotary Sub-system: 
 

A. Drill Pipe: Tubular steel conduit fitted with special threaded ends called tool 
joints, hollow from the inside to be able to deliver mud to annular space of the 
wellbore. 

B. Bottomhole Assembly (usually referred as to BHA): The bottomhole assembly 
must provide force for the bit to break the rock (weight on bit), survive a hostile 
mechanical environment and provide the driller with directional control of the 
well. 

C. Downhole Tools: Accommodated in the Bottomhole Assembly; mostly 
responsible for acquiring relevant information about the near wellbore area and 
providing directional control. Special downhole tools also allow us to sample the 
drilled formations (the following list is not necessarily part of a normal drilling 
procedure): 

 
a. Measurement Tools (also usually referred as to MWD tools): allows 

the evaluation of pressure, temperature, and actual wellbore trajectory in 
three-dimensional space, while the drilling is going on. The most 
important feature of such tools is the ability to collect formation 
parameters: resistivity, porosity, sonic velocity, gamma ray data. Since in 
most cases, there is no wired connection available through the drill string 
from bottom to surface, essentially, in most of the cases there are two 
common ways to transmit information to surface: the first enables nearly 
real time transfer of information by the creation of pressure pulses 
(mechanical wave propagation) in the mud (but only if circulation is going 
on), the other is by storing the data until the tool reaches surface. MWD 
tools are mostly powered by the drilling mud. 

                                                
2 Earlier the so-called Rotary Table with Kelly method was used to turn the drill string. This did not allow drilling with three joints of pipe (only 
with a single was possible), and quick engagement of pumps while tripping. 



 

 

b. Directional Tools: directional tools allow the operations to intentionally 
deviate a wellbore from its original path. This can be done by special 
bottomhole assembly (BHA) components such as rotary steerable systems, 
and drill bits. Basically, the essence of the technology is laying in the 
‘point where you want to go’ concept based on inclination, azimuth and 
toolface orientations. This can be done by bending near the bit with a 
steering tool (i.e. with movable pads on the side of the BHA). There are 
several techniques to achieve this, which are touched in the Annexes 
chapter. Directional tools also mostly powered by the drilling mud. 

c. Coring: coring enables the direct measurement of subsurface by retrieving 
actual formation samples from it. Basically, there are two fundamental 
types of coring: whole cores and sidewall cores (SWC). Whole cores are 
continuous sections of rock extracted from the formation during otherwise 
standard drilling operations. The coring bit is hollow so that as it cuts 
through the formation it creates and captures a solid cylinder of rock that 
can be brought to the surface as a single piece. Sidewall cores are plugs of 
rock cut from the wellbore wall. These cores are usually acquired by 
wireline-conveyed tools; SWC operations are less expensive and time-
consuming than those of conventional coring and can recover cores from 
multiple zones of interest in a single wireline run. 

 
D. Drill Bit: The tool used to crush or cut rock. Most bits work by scraping or 

crushing the rock, or both, usually as part of a rotational motion. Some bits, 
known as hammer bits, pound the rock vertically in much the same fashion as a 
construction site air hammer. In general, the so-called Roller Cone bits and 
Polycrystalline Diamond bits are utilized in oilfield environment. At this stage the 
mud exists the drill string (at the end of the bit through nozzle[s]), and enters the 
wellbore where it changes its direction and starts coming back to surface in the 
so-called annulus with the cuttings accumulated in it.  

 
Stationary Sub-System: 
 

13. Wellhead: a wellhead is a system of spools, valves and assorted adapters that 
provides pressure control and structural safety for installing new set of casings, 
and other equipment in the wellbore; located just above the surface.  

14. Blowout Preventer (usually called BOP): if the already mentioned balanced 
situation cannot be kept in a borehole the so-called BOP enables operating 
personnel to seal the wellbore, which is otherwise opened to atmospheric 
conditions. When one or several sealing elements (called rams) are closed on the 
BOP, the pressure control over the well can be regained, and mud density increase 



 

 

in the circulation system can be initiated which then can help to restore the 
balance. During a closed system it is possible to circulate fluid in and out through 
the BOP. Otherwise, if everything is alright, the BOP is opened, mud travels 
through it, and flows back to the shale shakers through a set of distribution lines. 

 
Circulation System (second part): 
 

15. Shale Shakers: when the mud returns to the surface it needs to be separated from the 
cuttings to be able to be circulated into the wellbore again. This process’ ultimate goal is 
to reduce the volume of liquid and other additives (such as weighing materials like barite) 
which are used for the operations. This process starts at the shale and dryer shakers where 
the largest cuttings are filtered out. 

16. Desander, Desilter, Degasser: these tools filter out finer particles and gas from the 
returned mud. When the process is done, the filtered mud is returned to the mud tanks, 
and the loop closes. 
 

 
Figure 10: Typical Oilfield Drilling Rig Components and Conventional Process Flow. Numbers are referring 

to the description above. 
 
5.4. Most Relevant Hazards 
 
The following hazards are the most common and relevant in drilling engineering on Earth: 
 

1. Fluid Influx: when the balanced pressure situation (either by over or under balancing the 
wellbore) is terminated in the borehole, fluid can migrate into the borehole and travel to 



 

 

the surface because of the negative pressure differential. This event is usually called a 
kick in the oilfield jargon. 

2. Wellbore Stability Issues: means the undesirable condition of an open hole interval that 
does not maintain its gauge size and shape and/ or its structural integrity. Several types 
exists: hole closure, hole enlargement, fracturing, collapse.  

3. Sticking: During drilling operations, a pipe is considered stuck if it cannot be pulled out 
from the hole without damaging the pipe, and without exceeding the drilling rig’s 
maximum allowed hookload. Two types exists: 

 
a. Mechanical Sticking: The causes of mechanical pipe sticking are inadequate 

removal of drilled cuttings from the annulus; borehole instabilities, such as hole 
caving, sloughing, or collapse; plastic shale or salt sections squeezing (creeping); 
and key seating. 

b. Differential Sticking: occurs when a portion of the drillstring becomes embedded 
in a mudcake (an impermeable film of fine solids) that forms on the wall of a 
permeable formation around the borehole during drilling. 

 
5.5. Alternative and New Oilfield Technologies 
 
There are a number of innovative technologies which are penetrating the oilfield market and 
could be the source of further considerations for extraterrestrial operations. 
 

1. Coiled Tubing Drilling: means the use of coiled tubing (1 to 3.25 in diameter metal 
pipe) with mud motors to turn the bit, quicker solution than conventional drilling rigs 
because the need for connection of individual drill pipe is eliminated, hence also more 
economical and lightweight (rig footprint is reduced), usually utilized for remedial, 
auxiliary operations in the oilfield. Disadvantages include the inability to rotate pipe 
(hence reduces the ability to prevent the formation of cutting beds, achievable depths, 
tolerance of solids in the drilling fluid).   

2. Casing Drilling: basically the drill string in case of this technology is the same as the 
casing, and the well can be drilled and cased simultaneously, leading to reduced wellbore 
stability issues, and reduced operational time and overall footprint.  

3. Managed Pressure Drilling: this technology allows to precise control of the annular 
pressure throughout the wellbore by adding the ability to apply backpressure to the 
annular space from the surface. It also means that the wellbore is no more opened to 
atmospheric pressure which leads to the ability of rapid corrective actions, more precise 
monitoring of pressure in the wellbore, hence more precise control on the drilling 
process, and leading to more adequately controlled risks and costs of drilling wells. 

4. Plasma Drill Bit: The plasma discharge is produced by the electrical breakdown of a gas 
from an electric arc. The electric arc is influenced by factors such as: the gas flow, inner 
and outer magnetic fields, and construction elements of the chamber which confine the 



 

 

arc. During normal drilling process, with conventional drill bits, cuttings are generated 
and those cuttings reduce the rate of penetration. A big advantage of the plasma drill bit 
is that rotation and weight on bit requirements can be eliminated. Disadvantage is that 
melting the rock has a result that cuttings are not transported to surface anymore which 
limits the available information about the recently drilled formation. 

 
In the Annexes Section a couple of more terms and important definitions are summarized 
pointing to other sources which might be interesting and useful for learning and research 
purposes. 
 
6. Extraterrestrial Drilling Operations Problems, Considerations and Possible Solutions 
 
It is sure that certain problems will emerge during the design and theoretical execution (called 
drill well on paper) of drilling operations for extraterrestrial environments, like Mars. Based on 
the acquired knowledge, and the importance of problems the following groups are established: 
 
● logistics and payload, 
● geological and atmospheric, 
● power supply sources,  
● cutting transportation, 
● weight on bit (WOB) and rate of penetration (ROP), 
● coring. 

 
In the next subchapters these groups are covered in detail also with considerations and possible 
solutions. 
 
6.1. Logistics and Payload Problems and Considerations 
 
One of the most significant hurdle to carry out drilling operations on Mars will be the logistics 
and payload related limitations. Even if advanced technologies like Casing Drilling and Managed 
Pressure Drilling, or Coiled Tubing Drilling (to reduce the footprint of equipment) and 
automation (to reduce manpower requirements) will be applied the required amount of 
equipment to transport from Earth to Mars will be enormous which seems to be unrealistic to 
reach as of today. 
 
However, because the significant reduction of costs to reach Low Earth orbit orbit in the last 
couple years by commercially available solutions it can be stated that there is a good likelihood 
that the trend will continue and this could provide solutions for this group of problems in the 
long-term. 
 



 

 

Furthermore, the actual location of drilling operations can also be a crucial. As a first 
consideration it seems to be adequate to design operations to take place around the South or 
North poles because there water is available in the form of ice, which could provide source for 
the drilling mud and other necessities.  
 
6.2. Geological and Atmospheric Problems and Considerations 
 
As it was mentioned in the previous paragraphs, Mars is a harsh environment with hard 
formations and low temperatures, and many other yet unknown or superficially known 
subsurface properties such as pore pressure and fracture gradient.  
 
From geology perspective, lower fracture gradient and pore pressures are expected due to the 
following facts: 
 
● rocks are less compacted because they have been created in lower pressure conditions 

than Earth. Because of this the low fracture pressure when the rocks are drilled they are 
more likely to be unstable, less consolidated, therefore wellbore stability issues might 
occur. 

● pore pressure is expected to be lower because of the lower gravitational constant. 
 
Because of the lower pore pressure and fracture gradient we can state that the drillability window 
can be similar to Earth’s, so not narrower, but lay in a lower value region. 
 
One of the solutions for the: 
 
● possibly lower value range for the drillability window and, 
● other wellbore stability issues caused operational limitations 

 
may lay in the combination of two emerging technologies:  
 
● casing and, 
● managed pressure drilling. 

 
As it was mentioned in the previous chapter these solutions can enable operators to more quickly 
and precisely control the drilling procedure (by casing the hole simultaneously with drilling, and 
controlling annular pressures), hence quick reaction to wellbore stability issues and fluctuating 
pressures are possible. Plus, because of the application of casing drilling the overall footprint of 
drilling equipment is also reduced, leading to less logistics related problems.  
 
However, the cementing operations mean another significant problem. Cement mixing, setting 
time are dependent on the ambient temperature and pressure conditions. Cement mixing on 



 

 

surface would need to be done under regulated ambient conditions (in artificially pressurized 
chambers). The higher the pressure and temperature the faster the cement hardens. On Mars due 
to low temperatures and pressure conditions (even in case of subsurface and closed conditions), 
cement setting time is expected to increase significantly. 
 
6.3. Power Supply Sources Considerations 
 
One of the most important issue for any kind of operations on other planets, is the power supply 
sources and there are three options with the current technology status: 
 
● solar energy, 
● nuclear energy, 
● fuel cell. 

 
6.3.1. Solar Energy 
 
For power supply and energy transmission one choice is solar power, which with solar panels 
operators would be enabled to convert solar energy to electricity. Several Mars rovers utilize this 
power source as a primary solution. Power is provided by the solar arrays, generating up to 140 
W of power during sunny conditions - i.e. in case of the Opportunity rover where then the energy 
is stored in two rechargeable batteries.  
 
The main advantage of solar energy is that it can be made with safe, readily available materials 
and can be handled safely. However, solar panels on earlier missions proved to be vulnerable to 
dust that could cause downtime until the panels are clean again. Another main concern is that the 
efficiency of this power source is low, and magnitude jump(s) in efficiency is not expected in the 
coming years. 
 
6.3.2. Nuclear Energy 
 
Other choice is nuclear energy which converts heat to electricity. Heat is given off by the decay 
of a radioactive isotope such as plutonium and converted into electricity by thermocouples.  
 
During the Cold War, both Russia and the USA had nuclear energy in space considerations. 
Russia’s experimental TOPAZ-I nuclear reactor was capable to produce 5 kW of power from 12 
kg of fuel for 3-5 years, while the NASA’s had similar program named SNAP (Systems for 
Nuclear Auxiliary Power), five SNAP-27 were sent with several Apollo missions to the Moon to 
supply the Apollo Lunar Surface Experiments Packages (ALSEP).  
 
The Curiosity mission (where a so-called Multi Mission Radioisotopic Thermoelectric Generator 
[MMRTG] is powering the car sized rover) shows positive results about the utilization of such 



 

 

energy source on Mars too. It seems to be highly reliable, and long lifetime without major 
maintenance is also provided in case of Martian conditions too. This type of energy source would 
enable many drilling operations to take place even simultaneously when enough of this type of 
units are operated simultaneously. 
 
One of the main concern of this energy source is the increased health and safety requirements 
when human beings are also present.  
 

 
Figure 11: Approximately two feet high and two feet in diameter, the MMRTG keeps the Curiosity rover 

moving for 5 years now without major problems. 
 
6.3.3. Fuel Cell 
 
This technology enables us to convert chemical energy to electricity. The cheapest and easiest 
method of producing hydrogen is to extract it from methane (natural gas). The advantages of fuel 
cell are that firstly hydrogen has high energy content, and is renewable energy source. On the 
other hand hydrogen is really expensive to produce and it could make  many operations 
uneconomical. 
 
6.4. Cutting Transportation Problems and Considerations 
 
In conventional drilling, a drilling fluid (liquid or other gaseous media) is used for: 
 
● cutting transportation,  
● to provide a so-called hydrostatic column (counteract the force applied by surrounding 

formations on the wellbore),  
● contribution to wellbore stability,  
● cooling and lubrication of the drill bit.  

 



 

 

In case of a design of an adequate fluid system, the calculation of the rheological model and fluid 
properties need to be obtained. In the resulting system the annular velocity of drilling mud needs 
to be higher than the slip velocity of the cuttings (Figure 12 illustrates this), otherwise so-called 
poor hole cleaning conditions might emerge. 
 
Poor hole cleaning can cause reduction of rate of penetration (ROP), increase of annular pressure 
losses3, cause wellbore instability, and it is the most important reason for increased downhole 
vibrations. Excessive vibrations can cause failures in surface and downhole equipment. Due to 
poor hole cleaning accumulative torque will also increase because of the contact of the cuttings 
with the drill string and wellbore. Torque is related with downhole vibrations too.  
 
On Earth, different types of drilling fluids with various chemical properties can be used 
depending on the type of the well (i.e water based mud, oil based mud, polymer mud, 
combination of fluid and gaseous, etc.). Liquid based drilling fluid are most frequently used for 
providing higher downhole pressure, faster cooling of the drill bit and for adequate cutting 
transportation. Gel strength, viscosity and flow rate  are the parameters that have an impact for 
cutting transportation and hole cleaning. Gel strength is the shear stress measured in low shear 
rate after drilling fluid set for 10 min and it is important for sustain the cuttings in case of static 
conditions (circulation stopped). Viscosity is a property of fluids to resist to flow and it is a 
significant factor for the cutting slip velocity calculation. 

 
Figure 12: Cutting transportation in relation with 

cutting slip and annular velocity. 
 
An important factor or consideration here is that the drilling mud needs to be prepared in-situ 
because of limitations in payload. As the gravitational constant is lower it is assumed that the 
circulation of CO2, or a foam mud system in combination with helical drill string design with 
managed pressure drilling could be a viable solution. 
 
The most advanced technology would be the application of plasma drill bit - more details about it 
are given in the next subchapter.  
                                                
3 Annular pressure losses are important for the calculation of equivalent circulation density (ECD) which combines the original mud weight with 
pressure losses in the annulus. High pressure losses can increase the ECD to a level where fracturing the formation can happen which can lead to 
further complications. 



 

 

6.5. Weight on Bit Problems and Considerations 
 
Weight on bit is the amount of downward force exerted on the drill bit minus the drilling fluid 
caused upward force (Buoyancy Force). Without having weight on bit, drilling operations cannot 
progress or will be slow. Weight on bit is directly connected with the rate of penetration (ROP) 
and it is also the most important factor to be able to build an adequate ROP model for a specific 
operation or a section of a well. More information on the ROP model is given in the Annexes 
chapter. 
 
Buoyancy factor (BF) is important for the calculations of required weight and length of drill 
collars (drill collars are similar to drill pipes with smaller inside and higher outside diameter to 
resist compressional forces and provide WOB) and also for calculations of different buckling 
models. The calculation of the Buoyancy Force requires the density of material and the drilling 
fluid. On Earth, the Buoyancy Force usually stays in the range between 0.84 to 0.88. Because the 
mud system type is also a question this consideration remains open for further research. 
 
As it was mentioned before, on Mars the g-force is 3.711 m/sec2. On Earth, a 10 m long drill 
pipe (frequently called a joint) of 5” has a weight of 290 kg (nominal weight is given with 29 
kg/m) and the resulting force is 2844 N. On Mars the same joint would have a force of 1076 N. 
In order to have on Mars 2844 N, the joint needs to be 766 kg, which would mean a drill pipe of 
76.6 kg/m nominal weight. However, lower strength formations require lower weight on the bit; 
with this consideration the available material grades today could fit Martian conditions too. 
 
A more advanced solution to overcome many possible barriers including the WOB problems 
could be the utilization of the following combination of technologies: 
 
● plasma drill bit, 
● coiled tubing (with dynamic pressure management if necessary). 

 
Plasma drill bit technology would allow the drilling process to be conducted without the need of 
weight, drill string, rotation and drilling fluid. However, it should be noted that this technology it 
is in its infancy. 
 
The key advantage of coiled tubing drilling technology lays in its lightweight and relatively 
simple design, and the ability to combine with the plasma bit technology. However, the 
transportation of the reel could also be an enormous problem from the perspective of payloads, 
and also the coiled steel pipe would need to be able to withstand a much wider range of possible 
structural loads4 on Mars compared to Earth. 
  
                                                
4 For this problem, the utilization of a less rigid, elastic but hard surface or coated material could be the solution. 



 

 

6.6. Coring Related Problems and Considerations 
 
One of the most important reasons of the Curiosity mission was to take rock samples and make 
in-situ analyzation there. The diameter of the hole was 1.6 cm (0.63 in) and up to 5 cm (2.0 in) 
deep, which is not representative for the geology of the planet. 
 
A core is a relatively intact (not broken up into fragments like cuttings by the drill bit), 
cylindrical shaped sample of the drilled formation in order to get detailed information about the 
penetrated formation. The different information can be obtained from coring are the following: 
 
● permeability analysis, 
● porosity analysis, 
● rock strength testing, 
● paleontological dating. 

 
Therefore, drilling operations reaching deeper formations could mean magnitudes larger 
learnings about Mars’ biological and geological past and its potential to sustain human life long-
term. 
 
In conventional oilfield applications on Earth, a special downhole tool package (containing a 
special coring bit, outer and inner core barrels with a core catcher, balls, etc.) is utilized. The tool 
package is suspended by a swivel assembly inside of the outer core barrel that is attached to the 
drill string.  
 
When it is time to start the coring operations a run in hole with a core bit and core barrel 
happens; when the appropriate depth is reached a ball is dropped which diverts the fluid into the 
annular space between the inner and outer barrel - this prevents the wash away of the sample by 
the mud. A hollow core head is utilized to cut the core; the inner barrel is responsible (located 
just above the drill bit) to catch the core (with the core catcher), allowing the penetrated 
formation inside but not letting outside from its body (when the core is pulled the core catcher 
tensions the formation and breaks it) when the barrel is taken back to surface.  In most of the 
cases the coring interval is equal with one drill pipe stand (around 10 m length). When the 
desired coring interval is covered the the tool package is pulled out of the hole. 
 



 

 

 
Figure 13: Rotary coring bit with core sample caught inside. 

 
Problem in case of this method: 
 
● Complexity of tool package, and replacement of drill string assembly - on Earth it is 

relatively easy because of manpower and manual processes to replace the string, 
 
One consideration is the wider application of advanced automation technologies to enable 
operations to require less manual intervention to working processes. 
 
7. Summary 
 
As we can read in Chapter 3, the current situation - including environmental circumstances, 
energy utilization panorama, the position of the petroleum industry and the corresponding 
possible future scenarios - seems to be rather negative in terms of long-term human prosperity. 
However, in a paradox manner, this also provides us an opportunity to change the direction. This 
adjustment in the trajectory of humanity’s development could vastly be helped by the resources 
of the petroleum industry, which could also lead to the long-term sustainability of the petroleum 
and aerospace industries.  
 
In Chapter 4, a fundamental overview on the geological and geophysical background of our 
Solar System and Mars were described. Most of the already developed measurement methods 
and technologies - with slight adjustments - could be used on Mars. 
 
As it is represented in the Chapter 6, many problems need to be solved from other technological 
perspectives too before we can even think on making deep drilling on other planets, such as Mars 
a reality. 
 
The key requirements for a making extraterrestrial deep drilling reality, in the following large 
domains should be continued to be researched: 



 

 

 
● automation and robotics, 
● advanced (and alternative) drilling technologies, 
● advanced energy sources, 
● logistics. 

 
One of the most important concepts which needs to be further developed and more importantly 
get accepted and extensively utilized (possibly first in the oilfield in deep offshore environment 
where conditions are similar to the ones in space thus providing adequate testing field) is 
automation and robotics because manpower will be highly limited for a considerably long time. 
Advanced automation and robotic solutions for drilling operations would allow equipment to 
make decisions for basic operability and acceptable efficiency and in the same time these 
concepts would allow to decrease the manpower requirements and human exposure to operations 
and environment and would replace manual work processes. 
 
From narrower drilling technology perspective, current and new technologies will be required in 
order to drill real, deep wells and take representative cores and also to avoid several drilling 
problems. Some technologies and concepts are already on the horizon and being more and more 
utilized such as plasma drill bit and dynamic pressure management in boreholes. 
 
Advanced energy sources for planetary operations make up another important broad domain, 
which (compared to the other groups) seems to be the least hurdle as of today, but one of the 
biggest if we think long-term. Extensive utilization of nuclear power in the beginning on Mars 
could provide us new possibilities for energy extraction i.e. drilling. Then drilling could help  
develop self-sustaining communes and move to new stages.  
 
Logistics seems to be one of the biggest hurdle as of today because of the payload limitations. In 
case of a complete deep drilling equipment, cargo requirements to transfer to Mars ranges in the 
hundreds of tons magnitude, while even a magnitude lower cargo’s transportation to Mars seems 
to be hardly achievable nowadays. However, because of the rate of development in this field (i.e. 
Falcon Heavy super heavy lift space launch vehicle), it is expected that the situation will change 
relatively quickly. 
  



 

 

8. Annexes 
 
8.1. Definitions: 
 

1. Tripping: “The act of pulling the drillstring out of the hole or replacing it in the hole.” 
2. Dogleg: “A particularly crooked place in a wellbore where the trajectory of the wellbore 

in three-dimensional space changes rapidly. While a dogleg is sometimes created 
intentionally by directional drillers, the term more commonly refers to a section of the 
hole that changes direction faster than anticipated or desired, usually with harmful side 
effects. In surveying wellbore trajectories, a standard calculation of dogleg severity is 
made, usually expressed in two-dimensional degrees per 100 feet [degrees per 30 m] of 
wellbore length. There are several difficulties associated with doglegs. First, the wellbore 
is not located in the planned path. Second is the possibility that a planned casing string 
may no longer easily fit through the curved section. Third, repeated abrasion by the 
drillstring in a particular location of the dogleg results in a worn spot called a key seat, in 
which the bottomhole assembly components may become stuck as they are pulled 
through the section. Fourth, casing successfully cemented through the dogleg may wear 
unusually quickly due to higher contact forces between the drillstring and the inner 
diameter (ID) of the casing through the dogleg. Fifth, a relatively stiff bottom hole 
assembly may not easily fit through the dogleg section drilled with a relatively limber 
BHA. Sixth, excessive doglegs increase the overall friction to the drillstring, increasing 
the likelihood of getting stuck or not reaching the planned total depth. Usually these 
problems are manageable. If the dogleg impairs the well, remedial action can be taken, 
such as reaming or under-reaming through the dogleg, or even sidetracking in extreme 
situations.” 

3. Hook Load: “The total force pulling down on the hook. This total force includes the 
weight of the drillstring in air, the drill collars and any ancillary equipment, reduced by 
any force that tends to reduce that weight. Some forces that might reduce the weight 
include friction along the wellbore wall (especially in deviated wells) and, importantly, 
buoyant forces on the drillstring caused by its immersion in drilling fluid. If the BOPs are 
closed, any pressure in the wellbore acting on the cross-sectional area of the drillstring in 
the BOPs will also exert an upward force.” 

4. Roller Cone Bit: “A tool designed to crush rock efficiently while incurring a minimal 
amount of wear on the cutting surfaces. Invented by Howard Hughes, the roller-cone bit 
has conical cutters or cones that have spiked teeth around them. As the drillstring is 
rotated, the bit cones roll along the bottom of the hole in a circle. As they roll, new teeth 
come in contact with the bottom of the hole, crushing the rock immediately below and 
around the bit tooth. As the cone rolls, the tooth then lifts off the bottom of the hole and a 
high-velocity fluid jet strikes the crushed rock chips to remove them from the bottom of 
the hole and up the annulus. As this occurs, another tooth makes contact with the bottom 
of the hole and creates new rock chips. Thus, the process of chipping the rock and 



 

 

removing the small rock chips with the fluid jets is continuous. The teeth intermesh on 
the cones, which helps clean the cones and enables larger teeth to be used. There are two 
main types of roller-cone bits, steel milled-tooth bits and carbide insert bits.”  

5. Polydiamond Crystal Bit: “A drilling tool that uses polycrystalline diamond compact 
(PDC) cutters to shear rock with a continuous scraping motion. These cutters are 
synthetic diamond disks about 1/8-in. thick and about 1/2 to 1 in. in diameter. PDC bits 
are effective at drilling shale formations, especially when used in combination with oil-
base muds.” 

6. Directional Drilling: “The intentional deviation of a wellbore from the path it would 
naturally take. This is accomplished through the use of whipstocks, bottomhole assembly 
(BHA) configurations, instruments to measure the path of the wellbore in three-
dimensional space, data links to communicate measurements taken downhole to the 
surface, mud motors and special BHA components and drill bits, including rotary 
steerable systems, and drill bits. The directional driller also exploits drilling parameters 
such as weight on bit and rotary speed to deflect the bit away from the axis of the existing 
wellbore. In some cases, such as drilling steeply dipping formations or unpredictable 
deviation in conventional drilling operations, directional-drilling techniques may be 
employed to ensure that the hole is drilled vertically. While many techniques can 
accomplish this, the general concept is simple: point the bit in the direction that one 
wants to drill. The most common way is through the use of a bend near the bit in a 
downhole steerable mud motor. The bend points the bit in a direction different from the 
axis of the wellbore when the entire drill string is not rotating. By pumping mud through 
the mud motor, the bit turns while the drill string does not rotate, allowing the bit to drill 
in the direction it points. When a particular wellbore direction is achieved, that direction 
may be maintained by rotating the entire drill string (including the bent section) so that 
the bit does not drill in a single direction off the wellbore axis, but instead sweeps around 
and its net direction coincides with the existing wellbore. Rotary steerable tools allow 
steering while rotating, usually with higher rates of penetration and ultimately smoother 
boreholes. Directional drilling is common in shale reservoirs because it allows drillers to 
place the borehole in contact with the most productive reservoir rock.” 

 
8.2. ROP Model 
 
The following equation illustrates one of the many rate of penetration models and the parameters 
that need to be taken into consideration. 
 

ROP = (13.33*µ*Ν) / (DB*((CCS/EFFm*WOB)-(1/AB))) 
 
where: 
 



 

 

µ - bit-specific coefficient of sliding friction, 
N - rotational speed of drill bit (revolutions per minute [RPM]), 
DB - diameter of bit (in);  
CCS - confined compressive strength (apparent strength of the rock to the bit [psi]), 
EFFm - mechanical efficiency of the bit (%), 
WOB - weight on bit (lbf), 
AB - area of bit (in2), 
ROP - rate of penetration (ft/h). 
 
The rate of penetration in relation with weight on bit  can be optimized with a drill off test. The 
drill off test shows the region which the weight on the bit has different impact, negative or 
positive to the rate of penetration depending on the bit. 
 

 
Figure 14: Rate of penetration in relation with weight on bit. 

 
8.3. Useful Links: 
 

1. Schlumberger Oilfield Glossary: http://www.glossary.oilfield.slb.com/  
2. PetroWiki: http://petrowiki.org/PetroWiki#.WY8mn1WGNEY 
3. DrillingFormulas.com: http://www.drillingformulas.com/  
4. OnePetro.org: https://www.onepetro.org/ 

 
9. Sources 
 
Sources listed here are following the order as corresponding topics are introduced in the 
publication. 
 

1. Laboratory Manual in Physical Geology - AGI American Geological Institute (Author), 
NAGT - National Association of Geoscience Teachers, Vincent Cronin, Dennis G. Tasa: 
https://www.amazon.com/Laboratory-Manual-Physical-Geology-10th/dp/0321944518  



 

 

2. Principles of Sedimentology and Stratigraphy - Sam Boggs, Jr.: 
https://www.amazon.com/Principles-Sedimentology-Stratigraphy-5th-
Boggs/dp/0321643186  

3. Essentials of Geology - by Stephen Marshak: https://www.amazon.com/Essentials-
Geology-Fourth-Stephen-Marshak/dp/0393919390  

4. Looking into the Earth, An introduction to Geological Geophysics - by Alan E. Mussett, 
M. Aftab Khan: https://www.amazon.com/Looking-into-Earth-Introduction-
Geological/dp/052178574X  

5. Geology - Mars exploration program: 
https://mars.nasa.gov/programmissions/science/goal3/  

6. The Geology of Mars - Cambridge Planetary Science: 
http://www.cambridge.org/catalogue/catalogue.asp?isbn=9780521832922  

7. Analogs for Planetary Explorations - by W. Brent Garry and Jacob E. Bleacher: 
https://rock.geosociety.org/Store/detail.aspx?id=SPE483  

8. Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory - Energy Flow Charts: 
https://flowcharts.llnl.gov/  

9. Well Engineering & Construction - H. Rabia: https://www.amazon.com/Well-
Engineering-Construction-H-Rabia/dp/0954108701 

10. Planetary Society - Deep Drill: http://www.planetary.org/explore/projects/planetary-
deep-drill/ 

11. Nuclear Power in Space: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nuclear_power_in_space  
12. TOPAZ Nuclear Reactor: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/TOPAZ_nuclear_reactor  
13. System for Nuclear Auxiliary Power: 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Systems_for_Nuclear_Auxiliary_Power#SNAP-27  
14. Space Drilling - AGH University of Science and Technology: 

http://www.agh.edu.pl/en/aktualnosci/info/article/space-drilling-rig/ 
15. How Dense Are The Planets - Universetoday.com: 

https://www.universetoday.com/36935/density-of-the-planets/ 
16. Core Drilling - Vallourec: 

http://www.vallourec.com/DRILLINGPRODUCTS/EN/Application/Pages/Coring.aspx  
17. Defining Coring - Schlumberger: 

http://www.slb.com/news/inside_news/2015/2015_0612_defining_coring.aspx  
18. Core Drill: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Core_drill  
19. SpaceX Falcon Heavy: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Falcon_Heavy    
20. SpaceX Resuable Launch System Development Program: 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SpaceX_reusable_launch_system_development_program  


